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preface
The information explosion has hit physical education. Re-

searchers are discovering new links between exercise and
human physiology. 'Others are investigating neurological as-
pects of motor control. Using computer simulation and other
sophisticated techniques, biomechanics researchers are find-
ing new ways to analyze human movement. As a result of
renewed interest in social, cultural, and psychological aspects
of movement, a vast, highly specialized body of knowledge
has emerged.

Many physical education teachers want to use and apply
information particularly relevant to their teaching. It is not an
easy task. The quantity of research alone would require a
dawn to dusk reading schedule. The specialized nature of the
research tends to make it difficult for a layperson to compre-
hend fully. And finally, little work has been diregted toward
applying the research to the more practical concerns of
teachers in the field. Thus the burgeoning body of information
available to researchers and academicians has had little im-
pact on physical education programs in the field.

The Basic Stuff series is the culmination of the National
Association for Sport and Physical Education efforts to con-
front this problem. An 'attempt was made to identify basic
knowledge relevant to physical education programs and to
present that knowledge in a useful, readable format. The
series is not concerned with physical education curriculum
design, but the "basic stuff" concepts are common core in-
formation pervading any physical education course of study.

The selection of knowledge for inclusion in the series was
based upon its relevance to students in physical education
programs. Several common student motives or purposes for
participation were identified: health (feeling good), appear-
ance (looking good), achievement (doing better), social (get-
ting along), aesthetic (turning on), and coping with the envi-
ronment (surviving). Concepts were then selected which
provided information useful to students in accomplishing
these purposes.

The Basic Stuff project includes two types of booklets.
Series I is designed for use by preservice and inservice
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teachers and consists of sir pamphlets concerning disci-
plinar areas: eren i,e physiology, kinesiologv, motor -de-
velopment and motor learning, social/psychological 'aspect,
of movernent, and movement in the humanities tart, histor,
philosiphyt. This first series summarizes information on stu-
dent purposes. Series II is also designed for use by teachers but
with a different focus. Three handbooks are included: early
hildhood: f hililhoud; adolescent e. Each describes er,un

Ales of instruc tional activities whit h could be used to teat h
appropriate physic al education concepts to each age group.

The development of the Basic Stuff series has been a coop-
erative effort of teams of scholars and public school teachers.
Sc holars provided the expertise in the content areas and in the
development of instructional materials. Public school
teachers identified relevance to students, field tested instruc-
tional -activities, and encouraged the scholars to write for
general understanding.

The format of the booklets was designed to be fun and
readable. Series I is structured as a question and answer
dialogue between students and a teacher. Series II con-
tinues this emphasis with the infusion of knowledge into the
world of physical education instructional programs. Our
hope is that the Basic Stuff series can help to make this
scenario a reality.

ry
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Linda L. Bain, Ediiorial ( umn..-ree
University of Hou.toii
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foreword
Movement is continuous change. It is always becoming and

never arriving. In some instances a movement is known in-
stantly. It can be observed or experienced during moments of
performance. It is familiar and recognizable. At other times
movement eludes knowledge. It is present, yet fleeting . . .

subtle, yet evasive. Study of the Humanities is very similar. It
includes understanding human history and destiny simulta-
neously. Sometimes the resultant understandings are as con-
crete as an observed or experienced movement and some-
times they are so subtle and fleeting that they are incorporated
into living before they are known. In the following chapters
there is an attempt to capture some of the concrete and
practical aspects of the Humanities as they relate to the study
of human movement. There is simultaneously the acknowl-
edgement that understandings from the humanities are not all
immediately available or practical; some must be lived to be
understood. Thus this booklet identifies a possible beginning
for a process in which the ends are not yet realized.



CHAPTER ONE

health

Why sweat ItV,.

41411,-.Ahafilidlasst4611- AIL
;

as :

What Do You Have To Help Me?

What feels good differs

among partic ipants

In the I lumanities "feeling good is studied as a process
and a prodm I of participation in movement activities. When
the process of participation is studied the focus is on the
performer's awareness of the body while involved in the
ar tivitv. \\then the product of participation is studied the focus
is on the benefits that result from the participation.

)wring the process of participation the performer may he-
tnue acutely aware of bodily sensations. Sometimes the ap-
peal of the experience is described as those moments of the
performonc e that "feel good." What one performer identifies
as feeling good another performer may identify as unpleasant
and even painful. For example when running, one individual
experiences the wind evaporating perspiration as a kind of
pleasant c leansing. Another individual experiences the same
phenomenon as "sticky" and uncomfortable. Some runners

f



Knowing what feels

good increases

understanding of the

movement experience

Feeling good means

good health

Feeling good means

achievement'

eillov the teeling, (II bill/ ue mils( ( experi-
ellt `,1111iltil IiIUti1 It idill;l11' as ,III ,1111111V,1111 ,111(1 inteirtiption

(it then running, goals.
I. ,, strut

( orll IIII III link al ability and `'011`,111v 0\1)(91(4". How-
e er this shill of 1111s1 iousness is not available to beginning
perk inners who 11111`li con«,ntrate on the skill sequence and
ext., (Mon. ( >tiler performers are often distracted from body
sen'sations III dose they fill us rather exc lusivelv nn lei 'mi.( al
ac bievement or the result of the skill. Still other pertormers are
prevented from focusing on the quality of the sensory experi-
ence bet ati,,e of the distracting cues received. from others
(leathers, coaches, speCtators, or other participants).

It is important that performers are allowed and encouraged
to understand what feels good to them during the participa-
tion process. Although the "feeling good" dimension of the
participation plot ess is sometimes avoided or disregSrded, it
is an important source of knowledge in the Humanities.
Realizing what leek good during participation contributes to
an understanding of individual perfoi-mers and the potential
significance of the movement experience.

Feeling good as a product cif participation is most often
associated with the increased good health that reqilts-from
participation. Historical study reveals that health as a prbduct
has been a primary objective of physical education programs
during many historical periods. In the Greek concept of a
sound mind in a sound body, in the militaristic exercise
programs that accompany war times, and in individual and
collective attempts to become free of disease, health as a
product has been thekey justification for programs of move-
ment activity. Contemporary examples of health as a product
of participation are apparent in exercise programs designed
for the purpose of losing weight, increasing strength, or im-
proving cardiorespi ratpry-endurance.

Some performers refer directly to these benefits when de-
scribing the products of participation.,Other performers de-
scribe feeling .good in relation to accomplishment or
achievement. For example it_ good" to vin, to run six
miles for the first time, or to the advanced slope without
hesitating. Other performerS describe the products of partici-
pation in more general terms. For example, "... it makes me
feel alive," or ". I have more energy the rest of the clay," or

it makes my insides smile."
"Feeling good" as c`i process and a product of participation

in movement activities has been a goal of physical education
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Why sweat it?

appearance
sxmcosmancrseamtagems.esoscesicsa.

Because I want to look good!
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What Do Vol' Have to Help Me?
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PLATE IV: The Young Athlete by Robert Sorani
Iht ,tthlvtt. (It.1)1( led thruti4Ii d v,trivty ut drt (1(perld(Tit
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PLATE V: The Athlete by R. Tait McKenzie
I he tilpt()C,, liildenstarldint; rrt htill),rn d11,1101M iti portrdyed by this



Is physic al beauty

different for males

and females?

at 1It )11 and Ilrr .k111 r., t iti iF it hit .1

.Iuth tit ,I It ,11It t \, tvtilk.st11 ,1Ii 01,11 111111111M,11(

natural beam\ . ,ippararin good is understood
!1.1 It 1.11H,11 t(I the ,flti,t1( prim iples (it (I\ flaunt tom). I nuking
good is mom Marl tdressiIl \\ ell. I (tolortg good is more Illan
being 111111 or Lill or 111LNC (dal. l poking good is Ill(e than
positioning. shape, line, s\ mmenv, , ur assvmmetry , and the
relationships it body park. I. nuking good is understanding
..xperientiall\ the kind of reverenc e many artists express in
111(.11 portrayal of the inner strength, alertness, efficient y, and
unity of the athletic body. Looking good in relation" to the
natural beauty of the athlete's body is more than a function of
visual per«.ption. It is a 11111( tiOn of tactile anti kinesthetic
movement qualities. It is /ell symmetry, tell balance. It is

experien«.d as the body's c hanging shape radiates energy
through sod( e. I ookmg good is not just form; it is dynamic
tor in.

I xamining works of art representative of the social values Of
the time provides a context for understanding the diversity of
preteen es assn( iated with beautiful appearance. This con-
two provides interesting insights into contemporary values
and preferenc es relating to appearance. For example there
has been a re«.nt increase in hotly building. Will this trend
lead to new concepts of beauty in human form or will the
body builder's torn he rejected as unnatural, over-developed.
or even grotesque? t listorically the athletic body has been
portrayed primarily by males. How is the relatively recent
in( reased interest in women in sport reflected in contempo-
rary works of art that depict the natural beauty of the body? Is
natural physic al beauty interpreted differently for males and
tousles?

In OW study 1/i the d',1(1111ii: form of the athlete's hotly, much
of the sense of proportion oft lassical Greece concerning the
body's natural beauty is c onsistent with contemporary values.
I fowev familiarity with the scope of works available since
the sixth century (500-600 B.C.) contributes to the ability to
disc riminate subtle changes in values that increase under-
skint ling of personal preferen«',. knowing what is preferred is
one kind of knowledge; knowing vv4 pad ic ular qualities are
preferred is another kind of knowledge. Understanding differ-
ent c one eptitins of the beautiful body gives a more complete
frame of reference for day to day and long range decisions
regarding jternin nI appearance.
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PLATE VI: Woman Gymnast
I hroughout history the male athlete 11,1,-, been «debrated a,' the ideal human form.
At. ( (loam f' (11 W(1101 grow ing in ( onternporar\ time".. In the 11_1111W Will

(Inn Athlete,. he ,1 nrorlel INr -looking good-!

Why Does it Happen That Way?

Huth, as objet I versos

body subjet t

1_'

Alt Om 0.v,1 0 the human body ,11-(' (n1(11 divided into the
two -,eparate «In«,j)t,, of burly ()He( t and ImAly tti ,,Libjec t.
\\'hei) the holly k «Hu ()He( t, it k ,1 thing ...
,,o111e lode( ur,rteWilh c lothing and jewelry. Frend,, in
ta,,Ilion often dic bete w hat the thing ,diould look like. When



the IHIJy i n. ill ell I )1 a, d ltet t. it N the person.
N hod that inrlrviduals

tlre t and express c\ the are.
In c onsideration of personal appearance the concept of

4llbody objet t is often assumed. Sometimes the "thing- is too
tall or too fat. It's shape is not right according to personal or
societal preferences. Body parts do not have the relationships
desirc.1: Arms are too long, ears stick out, arid so forth. One of
the values of studying the natural beauty of the athletic body
as portrayed by artists is the intent to merge body as object and
body as subject. Artists do not depict the athlete's body as a
thing to be idolized but rather attempt to represent the per-
son's capabilities as reflected by the body. Looking good,
then, becomes an expression of the individual's capability
and self confidence.

13



CHAPTER THREE

achievement
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What Do You Have To Help Me?

At hievement rn,o 64. In the I lithihirOlo., hievermilt (dinng better) i, ,,tinlied it
tiastni on the od,Itkni p(),,,ibilitit's in 1110VPIlll'Ill .1(
«miparisori with Atillovcrite111 k Often rneasured by
other% or sett and park( ulorlv in North ,.\niericati games and ,,ports. If a
accomplishment team wins. then they h,rve -dun(' better." Winning becomes,

ss nom, !nous w ith hieving; losing is the ',WIC a not
hieving. Realkticallv lu ever, Ilievernent involves

mu( h more than sr our. 1\losi knowledge at least
Ihree kinds, of ar hievernent in reld(i()11 to their performanr
goal,

1. Achievements that are compared with others: winning
the game, tieing the re«,rd, ,,wirnining the fastest. Perfor-
I11,111«'s that result in doing better than someone else are often
the nio,st ()by iork to performer,. and s,per totors,. I hey ( omprise

15



One experience may

yield three kinds of

achievement

Achieving is more

than winning

16

`'d h1/01, regional, national, and world records.
Hie\ are the It hievenients most otten reported in the news -
1),(p1.1. I he\ are personal, important di hievements that foster

«,Ilec eg,ircling the important 0 of trying to win in
,p()11,11111 game.

2. Achievements that mark personal progress: leg pressing
MO pounds for the first time, scoring more goals in the game
than last week, getting back on the 3 meter diving board after
landing on the hick. So many personal triumphs are available
in movement activities. Many performers use these personally
significant teats as motivation to try again or to stay in training.
Su( h achievements promote self-identity and pride in ability.
Achievement tests that record an individual's progress con-
tinue to play an important role in physical education. Some of

the hotter tests provide a profile for individual achievements
over a period of time allowing the performer and the teacher
or coach to study individual growth.

3. Achievements that result in a certain state of affairs:
climbing a rock face, running three miles, completing the
dance. In this kind of achievement performers experience a
sense of accomplishment from doing the action. The
achievement is not the fastest ever or even a personal best. It
may be a performance accomplished many times, perhaps
even daily. The performance is still personally meaningful.
Given another time and perhaps a different place the per-
former did it (again), and that is the achievement.

Understanding the three kinds of achievement and the
relations among them provides the performer with a perspec-
tive toward establishing challenging and personal, meaning-
ful goals. For example in a single contest a performer may
experience all three kinds of achievement. If player A beats
player B in tennis (achievement 1) this Sunday like every
Sunday for the past four weeks (achievement 3), and also does
riot double fault once in the entire match (achievement 2), he
has accomplished several achievements. Player B however,
also has achieved since this Sunday the score is much closer
than previous matches (achievements 1 and 2).

Contemporary times are often described as representative
of the "win at all cost" ethic. Slogans such as "losing is like
dying" and "winning is the only thing" are repeated fre-
quently. While it does not make sense to play a game with the
intention of losing, it is important to remember that achieving
(doing better) includes more than the win/loss score. The
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'11/111,,, the three kinds of ae Ine(quent alto \vs athletes In estab-
lish orff.;oing and personal jfertorrii,me . goals, and to
ae knof,\.letio,e that !elan\ tew hievenients dirt' 1.'( ()fded
in -,( utt. \!11.r1 e ,finparecl to the many ac lite% ,1`,,,,(1( I-

It',Iff1111; anti performing in sport, (lam e, exerc ke,
anil pla

How Do I Get It?
At hievments
contribute to
self identitv

Ichievements provide

basis for new goals

In subtle and men ways, individuals seek to identity them-
selves, to find their unique and common qualities, to measure
and compare themselVt'', with others and the world. Individu-
als want to know who they are and where they stand in
relation to all that is outside them. An important part of
self-identity comes from knowing what one has achieved and
( an achieve. Achievements represent capabilities and
apabilities provide an objective measure of individual and

«file( Live definition. This kind of self-understanding grows
through the process of establishing and attempting to ac-
t finplish realistic goals.

For many individuals movement activities allow for mean-
ingful comparisons and equations. Achievements in sport,
dance, exert ise, and play provide many individuals with a
measurable sense of accomplishment. Participation in
movement tic tivities encourages the development of human
strength and encluranc e to do an ever increasing variety of
tasks. As skill ill( rears ,-,() does the ability to create new
movement forms, to develop style, to perfect a move.
Ac hievement in movement activities frees the individual to
onsider more and more complex and challenging perfor-

mance goals.
To initiate this liberating process one first must recognize

past and present performance achievements in a perspective
that provides the information necessary to establish realistic
goals for the future. By incorporating all performance
achievements in this new perspective, instead of only the
win /loss record, one can more realistically identify personal,
meaningful goals. As stated previously winning is obviously
an important achievement in contests, but it may not be the
only achievement of the contest or the achievement that is
personally significant. In fact sometimes winning is not .an
achievement. It is possible to win because of chance or luck or

17



PLATE VIII: The Challenge of Sport
rAr lure ement in movement free ,. the individual to «)n,ader more challenging goals.
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CHAPTER FOUR

psycho- social

What Do You Have To Help Me?
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Sportsmanship

requires being and

discovering worths

opponents

Competition

depends upon

cooperation

24

to inc lulling those in play and exercise, and also the techni-
c ul ooperati e ettort of mm, ing simultaneousl ith others.
Attempting to rno% e exac TIN, like someone eke and at the same
ti me as that person, whether in dance or sport, requires spe-

ial ement skills. In order to most in unison a new sense
of timing must lie learned and spatial relationships must be
shared.

Sporting «)111est`, rely on both cooperation and competi-
tion idual team members refer to "being in tom h'" with
eat h other. They use serbal and non-verbal communication,
and often state they -feel the energy of their teammates."'
)pp(ments must also cooperate as well as compete. They

must agree on the rules, conduct, and attitudes appropriate to
the activity. If the goal of the contest is a pleasant diversion
from e\ erYclay affairs, generosity may be the essential charac-
teristic of the sportsmanship. Opponents will avoid any un-
pleasantness or conflict in the contest and instead foster an
unselfish cooperative effort to maximize the enjoyment of the
moment In a game of racquetball such a spirit might he
haracterized by replaying points if there is a question of

fairness and/or suggesting techniques to opponents to im-
pros e skills and strategy. Sportsmanship in competitive ath-
letics also requires respect for the contest including the rules
that define it. To cheat or in some way to play outside the rules
diminishes the contest in the same way that any non-equal
contest does.

Sportsmanship in competitive athletics requires being and
discovering worthy opponents. If opponents are not relative
equals there is no genuine contest. Competition in sport is a

kind of dialogue in which opponents are dependent on each
other to excel themselves. Opponents must demonstrate re-
spect for their competitors in addition to competing well and
performing under pressure. Often athletes credit their oppo-
nent's performance as the motivating factor for personal ex-
cellence. Highly skilled athletes recognize the need for their
opposition to perform well.

Sport, dance, exercise, and play provide numerous oppor-
tunities for simultaneous cooperation and competition with
others. These forms of movement are avenues for interper-
sonal communication. In addition to all the verbal exchanges
during the activity many hours are often spent describing and
reliving the special moments in the game or performance.
ARO a variety of non-verbal communication systems; includ-
ing signals and symbols, are developed and used to demon-



straw affiliation with a particular group, team, or activity.
Getting along is an essential ingredient in movement activities
because of the dependence on cooperation and competition.

How Do I Get It?

Participation requires

a collective attitude
as well as an

understanding of self

In movement activities two related skills determine an
individual's success in relation to getting along: 1) the degree
to which the individual can assume the attitude of all the
others in the activity; 2) the extent to which the individual can
view and identify his or her individual unity (self) in relation to
the group.

The participants involved in a particular activity organize
into a unit. It is this organization which controls individual
responses. When an individual knows this organization from
the perspective of each participant, each individual response
fits into a larger collective one. For example in the four man
bobsled it is often stated that "they move as one." There is a
reverberating sense of effort. A volleyball team works as a unit
so that a move by any player fits into a prescribed pattern
designed and accomplished by all team members. The degree
to which individual participants can assume this collective
attitude determines the success the unit experiences
working/playing together, which is often a major factor in the
overall success of the performance.

In addition to the adoption of a collective attitude and
behavior the performer learns to identify his or her individual
unity in relation to the group. Personal strengths and weak-
nesses are identified in relation to the requirements or needs
of the organization. For example in gymnastics an individual
performer may perceive weakness in one event as a serious
failure because the team needs to have at least one gymnast go
all around. Self-concept and body image are also developed
and viewed in relation to the particular movement activity;
self-confidence is acquired in relation to the accomplish-
ments valued by the organizational unit.

Why Does It Happen That Way?

Individual satisfaction

is a motivating factor

for participation

Individuals participate in movement activities because of
the satisfaction gained. This satisfaction comes in many forms
including the meanings acquired. from participation with
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others. I he fel, ttionships of performers to one another provide
many individuals with the net essary ingredients for self-
definition.

Many of the issues and themes of life are magnified and
clarified in sport, play, and dance. Such integral aspects of
being human as cooperation and competition are among the
explicit characteristics of getting along. These experiences of
getting along in movement activities are so intensely personal
et so extensively shared that they provide a unique way of

knowing self and others, and a level of onununieation n not
easily attained.
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CHAPTER FIVE

aesthetics
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Ohjec live aesthetic s

depend upon the

interpretation by an

observer of the

performer's skill and

success

Aesthetic

interpretations are

based on prior learning

and cultural values
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as it is exponent ed. Through verbal and 11O11-Verbal art forms
they des( ripe their kinesthetic awareness of the skills per-
formed. !-;ubjet live aesthetic interpretations are often charac-
terized by un c ey,ful performant es. They are the athlete's
inner personal perspective on ex( Client e in the pantie ular
at tivit. Sttnle ut these interpretations des( ribe perfect mo-
ments of halanc e, speed, power, and poise.

In the ()hie( live aesthetic the skill and success of the per -
formance is observed and interpreted by someone other than
the performer. The spectator may he -turned on by the
human body in action, the mastery of a particular skill, or the
whole movement activity at a single moment. Although spec-
tators rely heavily on visual observation for their interpreta-
tions, many extend their interpretive ability by observing with
all the senses. They attempt to see, hear, smell, and feel the
movement qualities as experienced by the performer. In these
instances it is possible to see a relationship between the
o!)jective and subjective aesthetic since the spectator is re-
moved from, and yet a part of, the performance. Many dance
performances attempt to involve the audience in such a way
(luring the performance.

An important distinction among movement activities needs
to he clarified in relation to the objective aesthetic. In some
activities, namely dance and the form sports of gymnastics,
synchronized swimming, figure skating, diving, and the like,
performers attempt to initiate an objective aesthetic respOnse
from the spectators, judges, or critics. Performers in these
activities choose movements specifically to express an idea,
exaggerate a theme, or capture the essence of efficiency in
line or choreographic design. They are artists by intention.
They attempt to involve the observer in the creative process/
product of the performed movements. Other performers are
said to he artists by the spectators, yet their purpbse is more
functional than aesthetic: For example a basketball player
with the opportunity for a fast break does not intend to dem-
onstrate the aesthetic qualities of a lay-up. The player's pur-
pose is to make the basket. The spectator however may per
ceive the aesthetic qualities of the move and be immediately.
captured by its beauty. In this instance the performer is not an
artist by intent, but is instead acclaimed an artist by others.

Both subjective and objective aesthetic interpretations are
based on prior learning:, appreciation of the cultural values
assoc idled with beauty, and personal preference. For example
it is practically impossible to be "turned on" to football with-
out any knowledge of the sport. On the other hand many
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Well How Do I Get It?

Aesthetic apprec iatinn

and understanding

nias he at ti, its

spy( lilt

Aesthetic- appret iation

is a skill to

he learned

i 2

tiunre rruhvrdual, believe that skilled performers have
greater insight into the aesthetic potential of their particular
at to than Iltt ise it lesser skill. I his view supports the pr0111-

111,11 aesthetic apprec iation and understanding are activity
spec Inc and that their nix, he some aesthetic interpretations
that are nnh ararl,thle to the highlv,lillerl. In its extreme form
this view «intends that only the dim( criathlete has access to
the -IMP- at ,t11011( \-1111e, of the panic ular activity. Placing
more .,ilue on the interpretations of the athlete as an artist
than on the artistic interpretation of athletes is viewed as
restric live to those who believe that aesthetic appreciation is
dependent on more general understandings. These individu-
als ac knowledge the benefits of the subjective aesthetic while
c !aiming that aesthetic interpretations of movement forms are
dependent on an understanding of movement qualities, the
human lnniv as a dynamic form, and the cultural values
expressed in the specific sport, dance, exercise, or play form.
Roth groups (athlete artist and artist of athletes) probably agree
that the aesthetic interpretation that encompasses both the
general understandings and the specific knowledges and ex-
periences is superior to an interpretation based on' a sole
source of understanding.

o inc rease one capacity for aesthetic interpretation of
incivement forms it is necessary to study three areas:

1 t aesthetic qualities of movement;
2/ aesthetic. qualities of the human body;
it aesthetic- values expressed through the cultural forms of

spurt, dance, exert ise, and play.
1 hese areas c an be learned most successfully through a com-
bination of continuous participation in some movement activ-
ilv, study in the field of aesthetic sind directed obseivations
of a variety of movement fOrms. The skill of aesthetic appre-
ciation requires more than sensory experience and more than
kre)wledge of aesthetic s. It includes the perceptual critical
skills necessary to make a judgment that is supported by logic
and standards. It extends beyond liking and disliking to the
at tual re«ignitic in, analysis, arid assessment of the aesthetic
«intent of the moment or event.

The movement elements that contribute to aesthetic in-
terpretations of sport, dance, exercise, and play are described
in the many works of Rudolf Lilian. His work is recognized as
the first systematic study of movement aesthetics and is the



PLATE XIV: Girl on a Swing
Movement i. no important e\preyatan crf what it mean,' to he human.
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Movement is the

observable

representation of the

inner person

Aesthetic qualities

of the human body

contribute to
appreciation of the

t onlent of sport,

dance, and play

exercise

Aesthetic values are

expressed through

cultural movement

forms

Aesthetic qualities are

interpreted in verbal

and non-verbal forms
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'.1)1111 1111111 \,\, Inc li most major iindeistanclings stem. I akin
ile eloped .4 movement latwuage crsitij1 spa( e, tune, Ion e,
and ilov (lem riptors. I he system ((I movement
analyas \vim II he developed, known as I flort Shape, provides
l it the vdrititts «althindlitins of Spa( t', time, flu) t., and flow

n't rvery performed !movement. Ibis 5v51enl c,tn he
1(e111 11) 1(14.elily and dem Olio the formal aesthetic jualities of
'mm.1.1111'111.

I di4,111'5 work is reflected in movement education pro-
grani, panic cilarly at the elementary sc hoot level. It also

provides a bast. for many programs in dant eat higl)
ollegiate, and professional levels. Some expansion of his

ideas is reflected in other areas of aesthetic education, espe-
cially movement aesthetics as studied in sport and play art. A
central theme of his work that can he applied to all areas of
nor', ement aesthetics is that movement is the observable rep-
rey,ntation of the inner person, and as such is an important
expression of what it means to be human.

Study of the human body's aesthetic qualities is also a
prerequisite to reasoned appreciation of the aesthetic content
of sport, dance, exercise, and play. The characteristics of
muscle definition, symmetrical proportion, and unity con-
tribute to aesthetic interpretations of the human 'body.

The identification of the aesthetic values expressed through
particular cultural forms of sport, dance, exercise, and play
requires critical reading, observation, and participation. For
example one source of information for form sports such as
gymnastics and freestyle skiing is the rule book. There is often
a high correlation between cultural aesthetic values and as-
sessments of excellence as provided in rules. The rules of
judging excellence may include a desCription of aesthetic
values. Another source of information for spectator activities,
including dance and spectator sports, is an examination of the
instances that elicit audience approval. Such an examination
reveals some consistent aesthetic elements throughout vari-
ous movement forms. Still another, source of information
about contemporary cultural aesthetic values must include
participation in one of these movement activities that has
moss appeal. Certainly.one of the major sources of aesthetic
content lies in the immediate sensory experience, in the chat-
lenge of a contest, in the risk of adventure, in the rituals of
participation, in the joy of experiencing movement.

Once the aesthetic qualities of a particular movement form
have been identified and clarili9d it is appropriate to express
the interpretation in a verbal or non-verbal form. Poetry,
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l(11111'. rlif' (1(1111111,111qt 11v systems of rule and conventions..
H.41) involve strong fq111010f1(11 (" Iterneill in partir ipation,
and both require r reativity from participants. One 0 the more

eiromporanA distim nuns made between art forms and
Impiernero torms is that muvernent torms are ci« essible in the
eyeryclav life ot individuals whereas art forms are out Of the
ordinary. and, ul general, more elitist in conception and

ailability..Although such a distiru may be appropriate
tor garlic ular c ultural 'fistful( al period,., it dues not ,,eem
reit-, ant in th,ise periods, inn Ittr4inf today when a r unt ern fur
enllant ing the quality of lite ot all individuals is expressed.

It the beatit\ ot movement loon is entirely a matter nil

eve individual telling, then, exr ept ter r untornuty to
,aandank set Iiy the «istums (0 (lure arid pia( e, nor riteria
would be available fur individual taste. Anyone could der in

irlvthing as beautiful and be a« curate. lion the other hand the
beauty of movement turnips is simply ohiectiye, something
immediately <Apparent to observation as the sensil)le qualities
of light, clad,. sweet, hitter, hard, soft, etc., then, no special
ir'aming would seem to he needed for increasing perception.
In this instarp. e the .reauk, of movement forms would he
obvious to all amt':; realistic view of movement aesthetics
reflects a synther, of these two positions. The aesthetic con-
tent of movement Is open to personal interpretation and is yet
based on fundamental artistic tenets available but not neces-
sari! \ obvious to everyone.
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,I1/1 `,,11111111;', it 111110 HO «011111l11111V

IM HH,1:11.'11 ,111 tln 11.'1111',11, llh un 111111/1)

.1111)11', iil,n wit! oils ,t,,,101 I.11(41 1111 telitie

'\ !WM Ohil ;;4,111) Ntil\ d unit\ ing
1.!1, NN !Wm the( ()111111(1111k . I hc\ pro\ ided for the expression
oi ,,mmon appla klill)11 for group values.

sa,,,einia art retie( Is I brought ut history , artists have re«Kcled and interpreted
c clitoral and historic al the movement torms of their culture'. Drawings, pottery,

mosaic s, and sc ulpture, depicting nuroentent ,1( tivities, have
plov ided the historian with some of the earliest records of
lifestyle in am lent c ivilizations. Athletic contests inspired
many (;re( ian works of art extending in historic al pattern that
linked movement forms arid the arts as partners in the expres-
sion of human life. A study of art forms, depa t Mg movement
ac tivities, reveal both the differences and the similarities
among the values of various c allures and historical periods.
I or example the art depicting movement during the Roman
I moire places emphasis on the more brutal aspects of sports
sac h as boxing and gladiatorial lights. The spectacles are
re« tided at the public games of ROM(' and depict the values of
strength and perseverance when wounded. Some of the sport
art in America in the 1920's is very similar in its depiction of
the rugged brutality and individual suffering necessary for
sic cess in boxing and wrestling. These examples are distin-
guished readily from the British values of fair and gentle play
at the turn of the I Yth century. The paintings of that time
depict well-bred and well-dressed gentlemen participating in
the hunts and games of the clay.

Baron Pierre de Coubertin, originator of the Modern Olym-
pic (lames, hoped to revitalipe re«rgnition of the Olympic
athlete as the model of every ( way life as it had been

in the ( )lv mpic Games of ant ient Greece. Thus much of the
movement art c hosen for display at the (lames reflects the
N..111.1e,, of the working c lass, ice. through challenge, much hard
work, and fair play, a kind of excellence can he achieved that
gives dignity to human life.

Modern dam e as an art fora: also wile( is the values of its
nine. In contrast to the limitations of the stylized movements
of traditional ballet, modern dance frees the individual dancer
and spectator to rejoice in the more natural, unrestricted
movements of the body.

A review of the contemporary art forms depicting move-
ment ac tivities, reveal the diversity of values associated with
the international or global understandings of today. A variety
of ,1( tivities are portrayed from vac ht racing to creative dance
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international arena.

How Do I Get It?

Moving is an important

ripe( 1 of being a

( reative, expressive,

loving human

Personal awaiting of

movement experiern e

«attributes to
satisfa( thin

42

Reseal( I1 that seeks I() des( !Me the tradition of human
beings as playful movers is emerging from many areas of study
in( hiding anthropology, history, and the arts. There appears
to !he "stronger than ever" need in this country to understand
the individual (sell) in the c ontext of both long and short-term
past and present. the vital importance of play is beginning to
he understood, in ( (4111l,VA 14, the more re( ent dominant Puri-
tan ethic of work. Humans have been players, dancers, and
sportspersons)nd perhaps must lw to find the meaning of life
indnidually and t of lee lively. Movement is not an optional

tnity to be reserved for occasional "tree time." Instead it is
ltqf-,,11- ingredient for positive development, growth with

others, and personal identification. Moving is an important
ash)(.c t of being a creative, expressive, loving human.

I he meaning of personal movement experiences can be
identified through various techniques of se!f-examination.
Initial attempts at sue hi analysis often reveal the ohvious ex-
planations of why one plays. i.e., to lie' with friends, to have fun,
In Ire I« meet the e hallenge, or to avoid an unpleasant task.
I \ten at this initial stop insights into individual personalities
ale iiviU table. I urdier examination of these meanings reveal
more «,mplex and snore personal patterns of behavior that
denim the individual. For example a person may get 'volved
Ill swimming for the soc ial benefits assoc iatc'd with life around
the pool. As involvement and skills increase the social bene-
fits may continue to he important along with the growing
personal sat i sfac t ion of meeting performance challenges. The
individual grows from the personal satisfac-tions providing
more benefits soc tally and the cyclic pattern continues.

hlentit the personal meaning of mtwement experiences
is of course easier than identifying the significance of move-
ment experience: in human life. It is however a necessary part
of the prof (",,, of discovering the more «imprehenive role of



11111\1'1111`111 in L11111,11111\ t',11( It the ILLt ill!'
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I'Cit It 1411 111.11I)1111(1', tit 1111'101k
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Why Does It Happen That Way?

Movement activities

provide a vehicle

for deeper

self - understanding

Play, dance, and sport are important human experiences.
I hey provide a necessary part of the unfolding self-renewing
lite of individuals. -they offer a distinctive mode of human life
combining creative freedom with disciplined order and
obedienc e to conventional rules. 1 hey are intertwined into
everyday life and yet they are self-contained moments of
completeness. They are often enclosed by time space bound-
aries allowing for a theme of life to begin, develop, and reach
fulfillment. In this instance they may allow an individual to
focus on a theme that is present but obscure in everyday life.
Possible themes might include a child in play acting out a
contemplated career goal of fire engine driYer, or in sport an
individual acting out the need for superiority over a brother, or
in dance an individual expressing a lingering fear of darkness.
These movement forms provide ways to transcend the at-
titudes of everyday life to achieve a deeper understanding of
self arid others through real and immediate encounters. A
complete understanding of the human heritage of play,
dam e, and sport is not yet available. Glimpses of its signifi-
cance e are at hand however through study of the significant
soc ial history depicted in sport, play, and dance art and
through self-examination for movement meanings.
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1979 Edition

FACILITIES
GUIDE FOR
ATHLETICS,
PHYSICAL

240 Pages EDUCATION
& RECREATION

The American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance is pleased to announce the availability of the most up-to-date and

complete guide to facilities planning ever published Planning Facilities for
Athletics, Physical Education and Recreation. It is the result of many years'
research by noted authorities in the fields of architecture, engineering, athletics,
physical education and recreation.

Published jointly by AAHPERD and The Athletic Institute, Planning Facilities for
Athletics, Physical Education and Recreation is a must for:

Facility Planners at College, Secondary and Elementary Schools
Park and Community Recreation Directors and Staff
Architects, Engineers, Planning Consultants and Draftsmen involved with
Facilities Planning
Special Education Administrators and Other Personnel
Facilities Planning Course Instructors and Students
All Athletic Leaders, Physical Educators, Recreators and Individuals with a
concern to advance the building of truly functional sports and recreational
facilities.

For current order and price information write:
Promotion Unit
1900 Association Drive
Reston. VA 22091
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outh Sports GuideFor Coaches and Parents
tended for parents, volunteer coaches and youth sports administrators. this is
first comprehensive coaching manual to be produced by a national association
the youth sports field (both boys and girls) in the United States. It covers such

Dics as development of fundamental skills, physical and physiological develop-
ant, psychological considerations. instructional strategies, preparation for corn-
tition, motivation, managing a team, and the issues of winning and losing. The
ntent is easily understood and appropriate for any of the youth sports. including
qball, baseball, basketball, football, soccer, hockey, swimming, tennis, and
wling. Edited by Jerry Thomas of Louisiana State University with contributions
m some of the top sports educators, researchers, and child development
Derts in the country Produced in cooperation with The Manufacturers Life
urance Company (ManuLife) of Canada. 1977. 144 pp.

For current prices and order information, write
r\i\ iPi .H()(71(jr()11 Unit. 1900 A,-;mx:idtiori Drive. Reston, VA 22091
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HELP CHILDREN
LEARN THE
JOY OF SPORTS
Guidelines For Children's Sportg
A new publication designed to encourage the greatest amount of participation in
sports under conditions that are safe and enjoyable for all children boys and
girls, handicapped and able-bodied, rich and poor, physically gifted and awk-
ward. The guidelines, developed in cooperation with such groups as the American
Academy of Pediatrics and the American Medical Association, are appropriate for
all children's sports programs, whether organized by schools, national youth
sports agencies, or by regional and local sports organizations. 1979. 48 pp.

For current prices and order information, write
AAHPERD Promotion Unit, 1900 Assobiation Drive, Reston, VA 22091


